
FULL RC SYSTEMS YIELDING OPTIMUM EFFICIENCY DEVELOPED 
OVER 40 YEARS OF RC INNOVATION 

Accessories for  and Resin Mixed Glue
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Control Lumps

EXTREME HIGH SHEAR MIXING BLADE
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HOLTE’s Extreme High Shear Mixing Blade is the peak of evolution in mixing blades. Designed to Minimize or 
Eliminate lumps formed when adding wheat, High Shear significantly improves process efficiency.
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Designed for wheat-based or Gluten added Phenolic Glues.

High Energy Shear forces generally eliminates lumps (<100 Mesh).

Complete use of added wheat. Forget about wheat waste!

Significantly more consistent Glue Mixes.

Permits use of recycled water with little water process control.

Less tank cleaning whether it is skimming, shoveling, or both.

Minimize screen/filter clogging issues.

~6X the Energy of a traditional Mixing Blade.



HOW SHEAR MIXING WORKS

Call or email Holte for pricing, specs, and customization at +1 541.935.5054 or .sales@drilling.com

 [please call for specs]  Mixing blades are customized to the tank and process needs. Information such

*Mixing Blade Specifications
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Cutter Wheel
Assembly

  

A plant had wheat lumps forming both on the top and the bottom of their mixing tank. 
Each process they would take time to shovel the waste out. After switching to an Extreme 
High Shear Mixing Blade the lumps were eliminated. Now the plant operates with one 
Extreme High Shear tank and several standard tanks. They put lumps in the Shear tank for 
~4 min and are then able to process the wheat in standard tanks. 

The Extreme High Shear Mixer provides enough energy to destabilize wheat lumps and keep wheat from 
forming large particles. This gives the resin the time it needs to penetrate the wheat and form a consistent 
network. 

Mixing Glue or Resin is more than just selection of resin and mix formulation. The most overlooked but 
equally important aspect of mixing is Process Control. 

Lumps form due to a complex interaction of process steps: How the wheat is added, cleanliness of 
water, pH, process temperatures, mixing efficiency, and resin composition. RTU formulations are 
generalized vs. being optimized  for a specific plant’s process. Lumps often will have a Resin shell with a 
dry wheat core; indicating that the wheat-resin chemical network formation is being out-paced by the 
hydrophobic tendency of the wheat.

With High Shear Forces the impact of the other process steps (temperature, wheat variation, wheat 
addition speed, water pH & cleanliness) all become minimal as high efficiency mixing dominates your 
process control.

 as dimensions, horsepower required, and shear forces will vary based on your specific requirements.  



Dramatically Reduce Process Times

HIGH VOLUME RESIN PUMPING
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HOLTE has been making Glue Pumps for over 35 years.  Our Pumps have evolved with the industry to streamline your 
process and maintenance.
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Pumps Mixed Glues or Resins.

Typically 500 GPM.

Impeller reduces pumping times by ~5X compared to traditional gear or diaphragm pumps.

Fast enough to generate a vortex in the storage tank, eliminating the need for a paddle mixer.

No Oil, No Packing, No leaks!

Automated water lubrication.

Rain, snow, or tropical heat won’t stop the sealed and rugged Pump.

Easy maintenance: service in place or take the modular housing to the shop, leaving pipes             
connected.



PUMP FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS

*
 Specification subject to change.

Call or email Holte for pricing & consulting at +1 541.935.5054 or .sales@drilling.com

 [feature]

Glue or Resin Viscosity

Pump Dimensions

Electrical

Piping

Horsepower

*Pump Specifications
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240V; current varies by motor (typically 100A)

6” Dia; <20’ (closer to tank = less back pressure)

10, 20, and 25 HP Versions

up to 3500 cP
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 [specs]

Approx. 52” X 22” X 16” (w/motor)

Lubrication Automatic Water ~ 1GPM
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“I really like these pumps, they are so easy to maintain!” Automatic water lubrication 
kept our pumps from burning out.  Users were either regularly changing packing or using 
very expensive material so Holte created a pump that doesn’t use packing!

Designed for emptying or storage tanks or RTU tanks processed in batches. 

The pumping rate will vary with the viscosity and head pressure of the glue being pumped (see specifications).  Glue is fed 
into the ‘snail,’ an impeller provides for high flow rate, with outflow at the top of the snail. 

The Pump has an access cover for maintenance in place or the impeller housing section may be removed, leaving the 
motor in place, and  the snail connected to piping. Many users keep a spare section to eliminate any downtime. 
Maintenance is rare, but after long use seals need replacement, after very long use the impeller may need replacement. 

Users with oil lubricated pumps kept forgetting to change the oil.  The Holte Glue Pump is water lubricated.  Connect it to 
your standard plant or city water line and it stays automatically lubricated (small amount of water enters glue). One 
Gallon of water is good for ~12,000 lbs of Glue.

The pump is sealed so it does not leak under normal operation and it can operate in wet, cold, or hot environments.  It does 
not contain a packing and will keep running even if flooded. 

HOW THE GLUE PUMP WORKS
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Exploded Glue Pump Model

Pump Housing Cover

Pump Coupler

Flange Bearing

Housing

Pump Gaskets
Shaft Seals

Impeller

Cutter Wheel
Assembly

  

One of the largest capacity private plants in the world uses Holte Glue Pumps.  Over 100 
pumps are in use and Holte has built them for 35 years. One plant improved process 
speed to fill trucks in 1/5 the time. Another upgraded so they can process 2 batches in 
under 4 hours. A third RTU plant used to take 20 min emptying and upgraded to 5  min!  
The first time the operator thought the bottom fell off his tank!  

GlueMixers.com sales@drilling.com +1 541.935.5054



Holte’s manufacturing facility in 
Veneta, Oregon is home to the 
innovating manufacturing team 
that produces the quality Glue
Mixers Holte is known for. This is 
headquarters for our design, 
fabrication, inventory, and shipping 
center as well as the office and 
support staff.  If your project has the 
need, Holte is set up to manufacture 
with a rapid and flexible turnaround 
time for custom projects.

Feel free to schedule a visit as we 
have an open door policy extended 
to Holte customers for tours and 
consulting. 

Veneta, Oregon

Holte’s heat treatment facility in 
Springfield, Oregon houses over 
half a dozen industrial ovens, a pit 
furnace, an endothermic genera-
tor and several styles of quench 
tanks to ensure that our final prod-
ucts are the ultimate balance 
between hardness and durabil-
ity, while allowing careful control 
throughout the process.

Springfeld, Oregon

Holte’s separate fabrication 
facility and storage yard in 
Veneta, Oregon is for custom and 
retrofit work, fabricating, and for 
product testing. 

Holte is known for their pride and 
excellence in workmanship with 
steel fabrication, welding,  hydr-
aulic, and pneumatic work.

Veneta, Oregon

USA

Oregon

SpringfeldVeneta
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HOLTE Manufacturing

GlueMixers.com

sales@drilling.com

+1 541.935.5054
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   Veneta, Oregon USA    541.935.5054    www.GlueMixers.com 
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